
Management Response to the Corporate Evaluation Study on ADB's Decentralization: 

Progress and Operational Performance 

 
 

On 7 November 2013, the Director General, Independent Evaluation received the 
following responses from the Managing Director General on behalf of the Management. 

 
I. General Comments 

 
1. We welcome the Corporate Evaluation Study on Asian Development 
Bank (ADB) Decentralization Progress and Operational Performance (the Study). 
The timing of the Study is appropriate as ADB is conducting a midterm review of 
Strategy 2020, its long-term strategic framework. A key objective of this review is 
to explore ways in which ADB can further enhance its relevance and 
responsiveness to its clients.  
 
2. We recognize the complexity of the topic that the Study attempts to 
analyze. We appreciate that the Study  takes on board a number of our earlier 
comments provided during the interdepartmental review process, in particular 
with respect to the model of close Headquarter (HQ) and Resident Mission (RM) 
collaboration on programming, design, implementation and monitoring and 
evaluation of operations. 
 

3. The Study recognizes that ADB’s decentralization to date has facilitated a 
significant expansion of its presence in its developing member countries (DMCs). 
It notes that RMs currently perform all of the functions required in the RM Policy 
as well as several additional functions specified in their Board establishment 
papers.  
 

4. The Study finds anecdotal evidence that suggests a correlation between 
decentralization and operational effectiveness and efficiency, but is not able to 
establish a firm causality. Indeed, analysis presented in the study found no 
significant effect of the project team leader location on project performance. 
Furthermore, consideration needs to be given to the cost implications of any 
further decentralization. The experiences of other international financial 
institutions have also shows that decentralization can be quite costly. This point 
is especially pertinent given the current tight budgetary environment.  

 
II. Specific Comments on Recommendations 

 
5. Recommendation 1 – Strengthen the technical capacity of RMs and 
delegate more operational responsibility to them, in particular project and 
technical assistance processing and administration. We agree with the intent 
of the recommendation to ensure sufficient sector specialist presence to meet 
country sector priorities and portfolio support needs. This pertains not only to the 
number of staff located in RMs, but more importantly, their capacity and 
responsibilities. However, budgetary implications also need to be carefully 
assessed. As the Study indicates, shifting staff positions from ADB HQ to RMs 



may result in additional costs, which under the current budget-constrained 
environment might not be feasible.  
 
6. In any event, several regional departments (RDs) are already 
implementing this recommendation through outposting of HQ sector division staff 
to RMs, as well as hiring in RMs of international and national sector specialists 
for sector and thematic areas as determined by the focus of the Country 
Partnership Strategy (CPS) as well as specific portfolio performance 
requirements.  
 
7. We believe that there could be benefits from further delegation of 
processing and implementation of projects. However, ADB is a relatively small 
institution, and sector specialists generally works on more than one country. 
Transferring sector specialists to RMs may result in further fragmentation of 
expertise and loss of synergies across the board.  
 

8. Recommendation 2 – Differentiate the types of RMs to enable ADB 
operations and business processes to be more relevant and responsive to 
different types of countries, development contexts, and operational 
priorities. We agree. Regional field offices responsible for multiple countries 
operations have already been established in the Pacific region and establishing 
regional hub is being explored in others. Extended missions to further strengthen 
country presence have been established in the past as such needs arose (e.g., in 
the wake of natural disasters).  
 

9. Recommendation 3 – Delegate direct operational support functions 
to RDs or RMs by increasing their capacity to undertake these functions. 
We agree in principle. Procurement, disbursement and safeguards are areas 
where quick feedback is often required by DMCs, and RMs could play an 
important role in addressing these issues. We also would like to note that the 
Operations Services and Financial Management Department has placed four of 
its procurement staff to the front offices in the RDs, who provide upstream 
support and help coordinate procurement issues on a day to day basis.  
 

10. However, caution needs to be exercised in cases where the RD’s HQ 
sector specialists, who often cover several DMCs, are needed to manage a set of 
complex projects or a particular aspect of projects such as safeguards. The 
decision to delegate such function to RMs needs to be made on a case by case 
basis in line with the mix of expertise needed at HQ and in RMs to better manage 
project preparation and implementation of portfolios.  
 

11. Further decentralization of support department functions should also be 
explored with due consideration of balancing costs and benefits and after taking 
into account technical features of different services particularly under evolving IT 
environment. For example, delegation of disbursement function to RMs to 
achieve better client service has gradually been expanded since 2000 with due 
consideration of fiduciary control requirements and operational efficiency. Further 
improvement of efficiency and client service in disbursement operation could be 
sought when the new IT system for disbursement is rolled out, which will enable 
the borrowers to submit withdrawal applications electronically to ADB. 



 

12. Recommendation 4 – Increase HQ-resident mission connectivity and 
coordination and RMs’ participation in knowledge activities. We agree that 
practical means need to be sought to better link RM staff to HQ-based 
Communities of Practice and other HQ knowledge activities.  
 

13. It needs to be recognized that RMs are increasingly coordinating more 
knowledge management activities at the country level through the preparation of 
Country Knowledge Plans based on CPS. They are also actively being involved 
in the preparation of country related and thematic knowledge products as well as 
knowledge sharing and dissemination at the country level, including for 
knowledge embedded in projects.  

 
 


